
LowVig.com Offers Reduced Juice Odds On
Week 16 NFL Games
/EINPresswire.com/ With Christmas Approaching and Just Days To Go Before the End of The NFL
Regular Season, America’s Favorite Reduced Juice Sportsbook Rewards its Loyal Players With
Ongoing Savings on Their Favorite NFL Games

The end of the year is upon us as is the culmination of the 2012-2013 NFL regular season. With
approximately two weeks to go before the playoffs begin, sports betting enthusiasts seem eager to
get in on some last minute regular season action. Although most online sportsbooks are using
standard 20 cent lines for Week 16 NFL events, LowVig.com’s reduced juice odds continue to set the
site apart from its competitors.

LowVig is a company that has made a name for itself by offering competitive pricing in an industry
dominated by traditional odds makers whose lines seldom deviate from the standard 20 cent model.
By offering -105 football lines to its steadily growing player base, LowVig has been able to gain
notoriety among savvy handicappers and recreational bettors alike. In the words of one Lowvig
player:

“I play at LowVig because of the reduced juice odds. Betting -105 odds as opposed to -110 odds
gives me an edge I can’t get anywhere else. At -110, I need a win to loss ratio of 52.38% just to break
even, but at LowVig I’m making money even if I only win 52% of my bets.”

LowVig offers reduced juicing pricing on all NFL and NCAAF events throughout the season and this
weekend’s games are no exceptions. One game that is drawing a lot of attention from LowVig players
is Saturday’s Falcons vs. Lions match up. While Atlanta (12-2) already has a guaranteed spot in the
playoffs, Detroit (4-10) is fighting to save face after a dismal season. The Falcons are the clear
favorite at -3½ (+100), however the Lions, who are listed at +3½-110 at LowVig might just surprise
those who are expecting a playoff bye for Atlanta.

In addition to Saturday’s showdown, LowVig is also offering 10 cent lines on most of Sunday’s NFL
schedule as well. For example, New England is listed at -14½(-105) over Jacksonville with a
comeback of -105 on the Jags and the 49ers -1 (-105) face the Seahawks, who are listed at +1 (-105)
at LowVig. The Dolphins are favored by 4½ points over the Bills and LowVig’s odds are -105 each
way. The Buccaneers -3(-105) face St. Louis, listed at +3(-105)

LowVig.com is best known for offering savings of up to 50% in sports wagering expenses and has
created an educational video that fully explains how their model saves their clients money on every
wager. That video can be viewed here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlmruaIfWa8

All wagering enthusiasts who seek a better value for their betting dollars are urged to check out the
current odds at  www.lowvig.com . Players can review live lines for any and all sports by visiting the
site clicking on their specific sport of interest.
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LowVig was officially launched in 2011, with a ‘Simply Better Value’ guarantee expressed through
“reduced juice” sports betting, horse rebates, poker rakeback and casino play rebates paid daily. The
company offers a cost saving guarantee because LowVig prefers to return as much value possible to
each individual bettor via the rebate and reduced juice model rather than through lower ROI methods,
such as expensive advertising campaigns, affiliate deals, or costly promotions; thereby preferring
organic growth through word of mouth advertising from their rapidly increasing client base.
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